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Second, a famous quote…
“Change is the only constant in life…”
-- Heraclitus, a famous Greek philosopher

•

The focus of the petroleum industry has evolved
through time from conventional to unconventional play
concepts as part of a normal maturation process

•

However, even within unconventional play analysis,
evaluation and assessment methods have changed

•

Given this backdrop, how does the USGS remain
relevant and at the forefront of unconventional play
evaluation and assessment?

Heraclitus (c. 535-c. 475 BC)
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USGS Overview
Who We Are
Mission:
• Provide reliable scientific information to describe and understand the Earth
• Minimize loss of life and property from natural disasters
• Study resources including water, biological, energy, and minerals

Vision:
• Act as a world leader in the natural sciences through scientific excellence and
responsiveness to society's needs

What We Do:
• As the Nation's largest water, earth, and biological science and civilian mapping
agency, we collect, monitor, analyze, and provide science about natural resource
conditions, issues, and problems
• Our diverse expertise enables us to carry out large-scale, multidisciplinary
investigations and provide impartial scientific information to resource managers,
planners, and other customers
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USGS – Mandates and historical context
The Organic Act (1879)
• Provided for the creation of the U.S. Geological Survey for “the classification of the public lands
and examination of the geological structure, mineral resources, and products of the national
domain” (“minerals” includes energy resources)

•
•

It was expanded to include examinations outside the national domain (September 1962)
Therefore, a large part of what the USGS does is evaluate energy resources and plays (and
examine their environmental impact) in priority basins within the United States and the world

https://energy.usgs.gov
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USGS – Mandates and historical context
•

Energy Policy and Conservation Act of 2000 (EPCA,
2000) and amendments (2005)

•

USGS by law must assess the potential for
undiscovered, technically recoverable oil and gas
resources (i.e., not “reserves”) under Federal Lands

•

2005 Amendments: USGS must use identical
methodology for all assessments

•

Accurate oil and gas resource assessments underpin
our understanding of U.S. and global energy supply and
enable better policy decisions for future energy
development and national security
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USGS petroleum assessment priorities: U.S. basins
USGS Petroleum Resource Assessments (U.S.)
Montana
Thrust Belt

North Central
Montana

Wyoming
Thrust Belt

Sacramento Basin

Great Basin
(O&G ‘18)

Completed
Future

Williston
Basin

Big Horn
Basin

Utica Shale

Wind River Basin
Little Snake River/Red Desert (coal)
SW WY

Great Basin
(Geothermal, ‘20) Mesaverde Fm.
Yampa Coal Field (coal)
Monterrey, Santa
Maria Basin

LEGEND

San Juan
Basin

Marcellus Shale,
App. Basin(‘19)

Denver
Basin

Raton
Basin

Devonian Shales,
App. Basin (‘18)
Anadarko
Basin

Ventura Basin
Delaware Basin

Southern High
Plains (uranium)
Tuscaloosa Marine
Shale

NPR-A

West of
NPR-A

ANWR/
1002
Central
NS

Susitna Basin

Copper
Basin

Eagle Ford Shale

Downdip Paleogene

Austin Chalk

Assessment schedule

South Florida Basin

• Conducted per rolling three-year schedule
• Subject to change per requests/priorities
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USGS petroleum assessment priorities: Global basins
Chuckchi
Borderland

USGS Petroleum Resource Assessments (global)

Jan Mayen
Microcontinent
Horn
River Fm.

Duvernay Fm.
Viking Fm.
Montney Fm.

NW German
Anglo-Dutch Basin Basin
UK Midlands Basin

Timan Pechora Basin
N. Caspian Prov.

GermanSW German Basin Polish Basin
Khiesia/Widyan
Basins
Grand Erg/Ahnet/
Trias Ghadames Basins

E. Gobi et. al.
Basins

Tarim Basin

Sirte/Hamra
Basins
Rub al Khali Basin

Songliao Basin

Bohaiwan
Basin

Akita/
Nagata
Basins

Hanoi Trough

LEGEND
Completed
Future

Putumayo-OrienteMaranon Basins

Canning Basin

Galilee Basin
Surat Basin

Assessment schedule
• Conducted per rolling three-year schedule
• Subject to change per requests/priorities
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“Continuous” petroleum resources

Before we begin, let’s define
“conventional” vs. “unconventional”
resources (sometimes referred to as
“continuous”)

Source: USGS
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“Continuous” petroleum resources
“Unconventional” resources: Should not be used as a synonym for “continuous”
CONTINUOUS: Defined by a narrow set of
geologic characteristics, such as:

UNCONVENTIONAL: Broader and more
subjective; characterized by:

• Occurrence down-dip from water-saturated rocks

• Arbitrary matrix-permeability limits

• Lack of obvious trap and seal

• Special regulatory status

• Pervasive oil or gas charge

• Need for unusual engineering techniques

• Large areal extent

• Difficulty of physical access

• Low matrix permeability

Many “unconventional” accumulation types are not
unconventional in terms of resource assessment and
therefore do not require special assessment models and
methods

• Close association with source rocks
• Unique production characteristics (e.g., low recovery
factors and dependence on fracture permeability)
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“Continuous” petroleum resources
USGS resource assessments are underpinned by the following:

•
•

Methodology is geologically based and consistent across basins
Resource estimates are given as probabilistic ranges – recent examples include:
Haynesville and Bossier Shales, Gulf Coast Basin Province (TX/LA):
F95

MEAN

F5

133 TCFG
(23 BBOE)

304 TCFG
(52 BBOE)

564 TCFG
(97 BBOE)

Wolfcamp Shale, Delaware Basin, Permian Basin Prov. (TX/NM):
F95

MEAN

F5

27 BBO

46 BBO

71 BBO

Wolfcamp Shale, Midland Basin, Permian Basin Prov. (TX):

0

F95

MEAN

F5

11 BBO

20 BBO

32 BBO
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Case study No. 1: Gulf Coast Petroleum Systems
•

August 2007: Assessment of Tertiary Strata

USGS Fact Sheet 2007-3066 (2007)

o Primary emphasis on conventional accumulations
(33 conventional assessment units (AUs)); mean
resources of:
▪
▪
▪

690 million barrels of oil
110 trillion cubic feet of natural gas
3.7 billion barrels of natural gas liquids

o Only four continuous (unconventional) AUs (all
coalbed gas); mean resources of 4.1 TCF

•

March 2011: Assessment of Cretaceous and
Jurassic strata
o Equal emphasis on conventional AND continuous
accumulations (details on next page)
▪ 24 conventional AUs
▪ 10 continuous AUs
USGS Fact Sheet 2011-3020 (2011)
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Case study No. 1: Gulf Coast Petroleum Systems
•

What changed from 2007 to 2011?
o 24 conventional assessment units (AUs); mean resources of:
▪ 700 million barrels of oil
▪ 19.4 trillion cubic feet (TCF) of natural gas
▪ 766 million barrels of natural gas liquids
o 10 continuous (unconventional) AUs; mean resources of:
▪ 1.7 billion barrels of oil
▪ 128 TCF of natural gas (vs. 4.1 TCF in 2007)
▪ 2.2 billion barrels of natural gas liquids

•

What does this imply? Evolution through recognition of
continuous resources and precise characterizations of:
o Hydrocarbon source rock maturation, generation and
migration
o Reservoir rocks (sequence stratigraphy and petrophysical
properties)
o Hydrocarbon trap formation, timing, and seals
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Case study No. 2: Marcellus Shale (Appalachian Basin)
•

February 2003: USGS Marcellus assessment (part of
an overall assessment of the Appalachian Basin
Province); mean resources estimated as:

USGS Fact Sheet 009-03 (2003)

o 1.9 TCF of natural gas
o 11 million barrels of natural gas liquids

•

August 2011: USGS Marcellus assessment; mean
resources estimated as:
o 84 TCF of natural gas
o 3.4 billion barrels of natural gas liquids

•

What changed from 2003 to 2011?
o New geologic information and engineering data
o Technological developments in producing continuous
resources
USGS Fact Sheet 2011-3092 (2011)
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Case study No. 2: Marcellus Shale (Appalachian Basin)
•

What does this imply? Evolution through the following:
o Recognition of new technologies employed by industry and their effect on access to
increased hydrocarbon resources
o Updated geologic models that reflect the recognition that significant amounts of
petroleum can be retained in source rocks

•

What’s next?
o Have started an update the 2013 Marcellus assessment that incorporates newest
technologies and production advances
o Working with multiple stakeholders (e.g., local state geological surveys, academia,
industry, other Federal agencies)
o Will be released in 2019
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Change drivers in USGS petroleum resource assessments
•

New technologies that increase the expected
Estimated Ultimate Recovery (EUR) for a given well

Source: USGS NPR-A Assessment, 2017

o More efficient hydraulic fracturing techniques
o Horizontal drilling techniques that expose more of
the wellbore to the formation

•

Up-to-date production information that leads to
better subsurface production prediction for the
future

•

Access to 2D and 3D seismic that greatly improve
subsurface resolution, thereby leading to more
accurate resource assessments

•

New geologic models that rely upon fundamental
USGS research (especially on source rocks)

Source: Halliburton.com (accessed 2019)
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What does the future hold?
“The present is the key to the past…”

James Hutton

"In examining things present, we have data from which to reason
with regard to what has been; and, from what has actually been,
we have data for concluding with regard to that which is to
happen thereafter."
-- James Hutton, Theory of the Earth, 1795
(refined by Sir Charles Lyell, Principles of Geology, 1830)

What about “which is to happen thereafter”?
Do we “have data” for (or new ideas about) identifying
what’s important for the future (i.e., change)?

Sir Charles Lyell
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What does the future hold?
(using the past as an analogue to get to the present)
What if we look back 30+ years ago?

•

USGS is recognized for trusted science that we
deliver to stakeholders

•

One example is the revolution in shale gas

•

o

Derived from a USGS concept of ‘tight gas’ and
‘basin-centered gas’ as early as 1981

o

Was later further developed by DOE and
industry but the pioneering concept was
advanced by USGS decades ago

1981

The Nation will continue to rely upon the USGS
to deliver groundbreaking science and products
in the future, which leads to…

What’s the next big opportunity???
1998
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What does the future hold?
(using the present as an analogue to go forward)
Machine Learning Algorithms:

•

Identifying patterns and extracting insights from large
datasets by using automated algorithms
o Supervised learning: Use pre-existing data with a
known result to develop a model that uses that
knowledge to identify similar “results” in new data
o Unsupervised learning: Exploratory analyses to find
patterns in the data, typically searching for clusters or
associations in “unlabeled” data, without any
predefined results to match

•

Source: EnergyWorld, 2019

The next few slides discuss a case study on how the
USGS is attempting this…
o Apply Machine Learning exploration and pattern
identification techniques to our databases
o All to build knowledge and capacity within USGS

Source: Rigzone, 2019
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The Next Frontier: AI and ML
Example 1: Improve estimates of key assessment
variables (i.e., can we do more with less?)*

•

Using U.S. well production data along with other
information from USGS databases:
o

Is there a relationship between n-year well
production and 30-year Estimated Ultimate
Recovery (EUR)?

o

If so, can we predict a shorter-time span EUR
(e.g., 5-year) based on actual production data of
more mature wells contained in our databases?

o

As a result, can we train datasets and use them to
predict EURs based on a limited amount of
production history (shorter than 18 months)?
Source: USGS, 2018

* From Jenni, 2018 (USGS)
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The Next Frontier: AI and ML
Example 2: Exploring spatial patterns in data (i.e.,
can we use spatially explicit aspects of our data?)*

•

Using US well location data along with other well
information and mapped geologic data:
o

Does / how does well production vary across an Assessment
Unit (AU)?

o

Can we identify spatial patterns of production?

o

Is that information useful for AU boundary and sweet spot
definition?

o

Do spatial patterns provide insight or identify predictive
factors for well spacing / drainage area estimates?

Grand Mesa, CO reservoir simulation (SkyTruth, 2019)

* From Jenni, 2018 (USGS)
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Questions and discussion
•
•

Thank you for your attention!!
For more information, please visit http://www.energy.usgs.gov

Alaska North Slope (from Houseknecht, 2017)
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